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Presentation Notes
Intro  	one of the ‘original’ Friends of McNabs	knowledge of McNabs is ’general interest’ – NOT an historianPersonal background	first ‘discovered’ the island in late 70’s as a teenager – Fort Ives caught my imagination		as I learned more, and began to understand the value of the resource and the potential ‘threats’ of loosing the resource I became involved.		now see the island as a spectacular resource to the province, city and country	work to inform others and collect the story of McNabs IslandAlot of slides ... and I talk alot       Slow me down and ask questions     I need a time keeper
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McNabs Island is approx. 2 ½ miles (4 km) long and ¾ mile / (1 km) wide at its widest point, approx. 1000 acres (400ha).  It consists of a series of small drumlins from the last ice age, comprised of glacial till over slate bedrock.  Early maps show some disconnected pieces which over the years have ‘grown’ together through shoreline change.  There continues to be changes to the size and shape of the island due to erosion and deposition due to natural and human caused factors. The island has a wide variety of natural habitats including 4 distinct forest types, including a few old growth Beech trees, abandoned pastures, alder thickets, sandy beach, cobble beach, five types of wetlands and abandoned gardens with a wide range of introduced species. 



Park Management Plan – McNabs Island Features 
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McNabs and Lawlor Island Park Management Plan approved in 2005Map identifes the many resources and features of the island



Structures of McNabs Island 
Non Military Structures 
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Presentation Notes
Top left		VIEW OF MCNABS ISLAND WITH HALIFAX IN BACKGROUND"   by W.W. LyttletonBottom left		Davis – Conrad HouseBottom right	Steam powered carousal at Findlay FairgroundTop right		McNab Family grave yardCenter		McNabs Island lighthouse



McNabs Island used by the Mi’kmaq  
long before the arrival of Europeans to the shores of North America.  
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As more settlers arrived, they were forced from their traditional camping and hunting grounds.  About 1760 the government decided to deport some of the Mi’kmaq living on the Dartmouth shore to the north east section of McNabs Island, the area named Indian Point. The Mi’kmaq continued to use the island as late as the mid 1800’s.



Shell Midden dating to 1600 BP documented on McNabs Island  
(this photo not McNabs Island) 
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A shell midden or shell mound is an archaeological feature consisting mainly of mollusk shells. A midden, by definition, contains the debris of human activity, and should not be confused with wind or tide created beach mounds. Some shell middens are processing remains: areas where aquatic resources were processed directly after harvest and prior to use or storage in a distant location. Some shell middens are directly associated with villages, as a designated village dump site. In other middens, the material is directly associated with a house in the village; each household would dump its garbage directly outside the house. In all cases, shell middens are extremely complex and very difficult to excavate fully and exactly. However, the fact that they contain a detailed record of what food was eaten or processed and many fragments of stone tools and household goods makes them invaluable objects of archaeological study. Shell middens are found in coastal zones all over the world. Consisting mostly of mollusc shells, they are interpreted as being the waste products of meals eaten by nomadic groups or hunting parties. Some are small examples relating to meals had by a handful of individuals, others are many metres in length and width and represent centuries of shell deposition. In Brazil, they are known as sambaquis, having been created over a long period between the 6th millennium BC and the beginning of European colonisation.On Canada's west coast there are shell middens that run for more than a kilometer along the coast and are several meters deep.[4] The midden in Namu, British Columbia is over 9 meters deep and spans over 10,000 years of continuous occupation.   Wikipedia



McNabs Island site of French Fishing Station during 1600’s 
(print is of Newfoundland fishing station) 
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By the mid 1600s the French had a well established fishing station on McNabs Island, thought to be ‘seasonal’.  A French missionary, Father Peter Thurey was serving as a missionary in the area. In 1699, a French botanist (Diereville) who had come to New France to collect plants for the Royal Gardens, reported the ‘once thriving fishing station’ was abandoned.  Thurey had died and had been buried on the shores of the harbour, perhaps on McNabs Island?In 1711 the French realized the value of Chibouquetou Harbour, and Delebate surveyed the harbour for the construction of a fortified city.  However, in 1713 by the Treaty of Utreacht, the French were forced to build Louisbourg in Cape Breton.  Duc D’Anville’s battered fleet took refuge in the harbour in 1748 after the disastrous crossing of the Atlantic.  Many of his crew are thought to have died in Halifax. 



Detail of early English map of ‘Cornwallis Island’ c1750 
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The English expedition, led by Edward Cornwallis, arrived in 1749 to establish the city of Halifax.  The island was originally granted to Cornwallis, and became know as Cornwallis Island until purchased by Peter McNab in 1782.



  
“HALIFAX FROM MCNABS ISLAND” by W.W. Lyttleton. 

 McNab Farm and McNabs Cove c1862  looking North from Brow Hill 
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A view of McNabs Cove looking north from Brow hill c.1862.  In the foreground ladies and children enjoy the view.  The house is the McNab ‘cottage’ with outbuildings to the right.  Notice the small sailing boats in the cove at the foot of the hill.  The McNabs had a wharf near the farm and sailed from Halifax right to their cottage, as Maugers Beach had not yet closed the mouth of the cove.   Strawberry Hill is on the left and Garrison Road on the right.  Hugonin Point is in the center of the painting, with Halifax in the background. The watercolor is by Captain Westcote Whitechurch Lewis Lyttleton (W.W.Lyttleton).  He arrived in Halifax with Her Majesty’s 64th Regiment of Foot in October 1840.  While in Halifax he married Joanna McNab, the eldest daughter of James McNab.  Lyttleton and his family moved to England in 1843 when the regiment was transferred, but returned to McNabs Island upon retirement from the military in 1849.  He purchased approximately 300 acres of the island from his father-in-law and took up residence in the original McNab farm.  The cottage was destroyed by fire in 1866.  Lyttleton and his family left Halifax in 1867 and moved to New Zealand.  Lyttleton painted several views of McNabs Island which have become familiar views of mid 19th century life on the island  (painting reference - PANS 1979.147.140)



 
Painting ‘first McNab home’ 

Artist is unknown 
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This painting of the first McNab house on McNabs Island was recently ‘discovered’ through a family connection of a society member.  It has brought to us new perspective of the McNab family house on the island which stood at the head of McNabs Cove from about 1783 to 1866. The painting is not signed or dated, and its origin is somewhat uncertain, therefore not much is yet known about it. The painting was originally thought to be oil, but after careful examination at the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia, the opinion is, it may be painted in ‘gouache’, a style of heavy, opaque watercolor, which results in a more strongly colored picture than ordinary watercolor.  The painting was dated from as early as the late 19th century, possibly as late as 1920, done on a typical coated art paper. The style of the painting indicates the artist had formal training, but not the training of a military person.  The technique of the painting suggests it is almost certainly not the work of W.W. Lyttleton, a resident of the island who had painted several other well known views on the island. It is possible the artist may have in fact been ‘young in their art, possibly learning the skill, and either knew the island location from memory, or possibly copied an earlier painting of the scene, a common learning method. In the Jan.8, 1849 edition of the Novascotian, an advertisement for the sale of the island describes the house as		 ‘...a comfortable two story house, contains five rooms, a kitchen, and pantry on the first floor,                           six rooms on the second floor, with a large frost proof cellar under the whole...’ The caption on the back of the painting, written in pencil  			‘Picture of first McNab home on			McNabs Island, built 1782			 by Lieut. Peter McNab R.N.’ 				Royce WalkerFriends of McNabs Island Society, Feb.04 



Hangman’s Beach         
  ‘Swinging on the Beach’  
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Halifax has always been a ’navy town’ and in the early years it was navy law that ruled.  Life in the navy was harsh, and navy punishment of crimes was harsher still.  Between 1749 and 1809, between 60 and 80 men were executed in Halifax for crimes such as munity, desertion or violence.  The punishment for these crimes was often ‘lashes’ with a ‘cat-o-nine-tails’ a short stout whip with knots or sometimes metal tips.  A sentence could be many lashes, hundreds or even thousands, and as few as six has been reported to cause death.  A sentence to ‘lashes’ was almost certainly a sentence to a brutal, slow, painful death.  Once dead, the body would be coated in tar and hung in a ‘gibbet’ on Maughers Beach, as a kind of ‘billboard’ to other ships entering Halifax that law and order prevailed.The gibbets were mounted on rafts, and quite close to the McNab home.  In 1809, six mutineers of H.M.S. Columbine were swinging on the beach.  Folklore is on a stormy night, Peter McNab II and some of his workers cut the chains of the rafts and allowed the storm to wash away the horror and carnage from his island.   One contemporary comment read:“Four of them are hanged in chains on Majors beach, which is very disagreeable as it is hardly possible to sail anywhere below George’s Island without being offended at the sight of those unfortunate sufferers.”



 "VIEW OF MCNABS ISLAND WITH HALIFAX IN BACKGROUND"  
c1862  by W.W. Lyttleton.  

 the Hugonin house in the foreground, looking north. 
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Watercolor "VIEW OF MCNABS ISLAND WITH HALIFAX IN BACKGROUND"   by W.W. Lyttleton.  A view of Halifax from Hugonin Hill on McNabs Island c.1862   with the Hugonin-Perrin house in the foreground, looking north. In the foreground a gentleman and children with dogs (possibly Roderick Hugonin? who was widely known as a fine sportsman).  Note the cattle grazing on the left, as much of the island was used for mixed farming. The large house in the painting was built by Hugonin about 1855, and purchased by Frederick Perrin in 1885. The house stood until 1948. Halifax is in the painting background with Point Pleasant on the left, Georges Island and the Dartmouth shoreline on the right. The watercolor is by Captain Westcote Whitechurch Lewis Lyttleton (W.W.Lyttleton).  He arrived in Halifax with Her Majesty's 64th Regiment of Foot in October 1840. While in Halifax he married Joanna McNab, the eldest daughter of James McNab.  Lyttleton and his family moved to England in 1843 when the regiment was transferred, but returned to McNabs Island upon retirement from the military in 1849. He purchased approximately 300 acres of the island from his father-in-law and took up residence in the original McNab farm. The cottage was destroyed by fire in 1866. Lyttleton and his family left Halifax in 1867 and moved to New Zealand.  Lyttleton painted several views of McNabs Island which have become familiar views of mid 19th century life on the island.                                     (painting reference - PANS 1979.147.179) �



1866 Cholera Outbreak – many victims buried on McNabs 
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In April of 1866, the S.S.England from Liverpool, England bound for New York came to Halifax looking for help with an outbreak of Cholera among its crew and 1202 passengers. Cholera was well known for its ability to cause an epidemic, bringing a swift but painful death to those afflicted.  Halifax had lost about 600 in an 1834.  To avoid bringing the sick close to the city, the England was ordered to anchor in McNabs Cove.  Another ship, Pyramus, a surplus navy vessel was moored nearby, just off Findlays wharf to serve as a hospital. Healthy passengers were moved to the island and housed in the buildings used by the construction crews building Fort Ives, while about 400 sick were put aboard Pyramus, and the England was fumigated by its owners, Cunard Shipping Line. Medical staff, Father MacIsaac and 3 members of the Sisters of Charity went to island to care for those with Cholera, but deaths were occurring very quickly.  Thrum Cap, the extreme south end of the island was identified for burials.  One report states the doctors had to row 30 coffins around Hangman’s Beach to Thrum Cap, no one would assist.  Burials also took place at Hugonin Point.   McNabs Island was in a state of chaos.  Residents were in fear for their lives, and those who could left the island.  The passengers of the England were relocated to the south end of the island.  Police and later army patrols were set to keep them confined to that area.  There was not sufficient  food or shelter and conditions were extremely harsh.  Several deaths were reported from starvation.  On April 18 the England departed Halifax leaving behind about 200 buried on the island. Dr Ian Cameron relates this dark chapter of McNabs history in his book Quarantine: What is Old is New, and tells how these events helped establish the permanent quarantine station on Lawlors Island.



 
McNab Family Graveyard             

 ‘the world’s best defended graveyard’  - Thomas H.Raddall 
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The McNabs family graveyard predates Fort McNab, and is the final resting place of 20? Of the island residents.  Headstones dated 1809 to 1934  When the British purchased the land for Fort McNab, one of the stipulations was that the graveyard be maintained.  That responsibility has been handed down as the property has change owners, and is now the responsibility of Parks Canada.  The Friends of McNabs Island Society has been able to help with the maintenance through partnership agreement with Parks Canada, and a work party visited the site in late Sept. this year. WHO IS BURIED AT McNAB FAMILY CEMETERYThe small cemetery Cemetery 1 , Cemetery 2 at Fort McNab, called by Thomas H. Raddall, "the world's best defended graveyard", predates the Fort by many decades. It was part of the original McNab homestead on the island. It contains thirteen marked graves of the McNabs and their relatives as well as a number of unmarked graves. Seven of the original stone markers have been destroyed by vandals.According to Ron G. Blakeney who visited the island cemetery in 1971 and recorded the inscriptions on the remaining ornate headstones, the damaged markers were replaced by the Halifax-Dartmouth Regional Authority which leased a portion of McNabs Island in the 1970's. He reported nine, small white wooden crosses at the cemetery in 1971, of which only five remain today. They are in poor condition. It is not known whose graves they mark. Perhaps those of deceased McNab tenants, soldiers stationed at the island's forts, unidentified bodies found on the island's beaches, or victims of the 1866 cholera outbreak? We may never know.



 
 

Woolnoughs Pleasure Grounds, c. 1869 - 1900  
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Woolnoughs Pleasure Grounds, c. 1869 - 1900 McNabs Island was a recreation destination for Halifax residents from as early as 1762 when the Halifax Quoits Club established a playing area in the clearing created for a fortification to be built in reaction to the French capture of St. John's.   There are accounts of various 'excursions' to McNabs. Peter III had taken to granting permission for the use of parts of his property on the north west portion of the island for picnics and similar events.  Following the death of Peter III in 1856, Charles Woolnough purchased property from Annie McNab, Peter's widow. officially opened Woolnoughs Pleasure Grounds and was staging huge lavish parties such as held for Lord Dufferin, Governor-General of Canada.  Advertisements described Woolnoughs as offering 'two large pavilions for dancing, grounds for quoits and football, and charming walks where excursionists could enjoy the natural beauty around them. 



Ellen McNab cottage 
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the last 'McNab' house.  Ellen McNab, daughter of Peter III, a two story stone cottagePeter III had owned about 120 acres of the north west end of the island, and had built his cottage in the early 1830's.The cottage was damaged by a fire in early 1900ès, and the property was purchased by Matthew Lynch in 1931, former McNabs Island lighthouse keeper, who built the present house on the foundation.The sale of the cottage  in 1931ended 150 years of the McNab family interest with the island that bears their name.



 
Hugonin - Perrin House c. 1890  

Frederick Perrin and Family 
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Hugonin - Perrin House c. 1890  Built in 1855 by Capt. Roderick Hugonin, who had married Harriet McNab (youngest daughter of James McNab) in 1851. Hugonin purchased property on the island in 1852 and 1854 for a total of 135 acres which streched across the island from McNabs Cove to the shore on Eastern Passage. Hugonin had been a lieutenant with the 38th Regiment, and had served in Halifax and abroad. Following the deaths of two sons, James and Roderick (both buried on the island), both at an early age, Hugonin left McNabs Island for England in 1867, never to return. The Hugonin estate was offered for sale as early as 1869, but did not sell until about 1874-when two lots were purchased by James Findlay, the estate caretaker. Findlay later (1887?) purchased another two lots. Fredrick Perrin (co-founder of Lea & Perrin's Worcestershire Sauce) purchased the Hugonin house and some of the land in early 1885, and most of the remainder of the estate later in the year. During his ownership of the property, Perrin introduced many exotic plants and trees, many of which can be seen today including Day Lily, Lupine, Salt-spray Rose, Wiegelas, Lilac, Japanese Maple, Horse Chestnut, and Copper Beech. In its prime, the garden was reported to be the' largest Victorian garden in North America'. Perrin had retired to' the colonies' as an English gentleman, and lived here until his death in 1930. He is buried in Eastern Passage. The house stood until 1948, when it caught fire and burned. In 1949 the property was purchased by John Lynch.  



Tea House 
Built by John Jenkins in mid 1980’s 
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Built 1983 - 1984 by Capt. John Jenkins, then the owner of the McNabs Island Ferry Co. Capt. Jenkins actively sought to develop McNabs Island as a tourist and recreation destination. He was 10- 15 yrs. ahead of his time. The Tea House was construction using stones from the Hugonin - Perrin house foundation, located just north of the Tea House, and served as the McNabs Island Ferry Co. island base and provided the only services on the island at that time. Capt. Jenkins closed the Tea House and sold his ferry company operation in the 1990's, frustrated with the lack of government's ability to assist in the island's development. The Tea House is now the property of the provincial government. 



Findlay Farm c1885 
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Findlay Farm / Findlay Pleasure Grounds  James Findlay, the caretaker of the Hugonin property, purchased a portion of the Hugonin estate, two lots in approx. 1874, and another two in about 1887. He built a 'fine home' just north of the Hugonin house shortly after the initial purchase.  As early as 1882 Findlay began to operate a 'pleasure ground' on McNabs Island. By the early 1890's he had added carnival games and later added a steam powered merry-go-round. The Findlay operation was in direct competition with Woolnough’s Pleasure Ground, which had been  established in about1873 on the north west end of the island. The opening of Garrison Pier about 1895 close to the Findlay Pleasure Ground gave his operation a boost.   Another boost came from the establishment of the A.J .Davis soda pop distillery and bottling plant near the Findlay house which served soft and 'not so soft' drinks. Findlay Pleasure Grounds and the A.J.Davis pop factory operated until about 1915 when attendance dropped due to the war. Following the war the Pleasure Grounds experienced a short lived return to popularity. Findlay Pleasure Grounds were later purchased by Bill Lynch, who had grown up on the island and had enjoyed the 'fair ground experience'. In 1925, due to declining attendance, Lynch took the rides and games off the island creating the well known and long lived Bill Lynch Shows. By 1928 the popular use of McNabs Island as a recreation destination had come to an end.  



Findlay Fairground 
 steam powered Merry-Go-Round 
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Findlay Fairground – steam powered Merry-Go-Round  By the early 1890’s  Findlay had established his Fairground complete with dance pavilion, canteen, picnic tables, carnival games and finally a steam powered Merry-Go-Round.  The fairgrounds were located on Lynch Rd, just north of Old Military Rd. Findlay had been in direct competition with Woolnough’s Pleasure Grounds located on the north west part of the island (present day Conrad House property).  By 1900 Findlay’s had for the most part taken over with his fairground, and by about 1908 Woolnough had returned to England and Findlay had acquired his holdings on the island. In 1907 a new interest in the fair business arrived on the island.  A.J.Davis, a successful Halifax butcherBuilt a summer house on McNabs Island (present day Conrad house).  He acquired a significant shareof Findlay’s business, and he added a new feature to attract customers.  Davis began to bottle and sell ‘soft and not so soft’ drinks at Findlay‘s Farm, and sell them at the fairgrounds.  The drinks were sold under the name of ‘PURE MCNAB’.  Today the crock bottles with the blue glaze type are a sought after collector’s item.



 
Findlay Fairground – dance hall 
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Findlay Fairground – dance hall  Notice the piano player in the corner, and the groups of women on one wall, and the men on the other. One source of liquor on McNabs was the British garrison at the forts, 50 cents for a pint of beer.  With the departure of the garrison in 1906, and the Temperance Act of 1910, some of the attraction of the island was beginning to disappear.  In 1912 the Anglican Synod petitioned the Legislative Assembly to ban the Sunday ferry to the island, a return to the 1870’s when the fairgrounds were not open on Sunday. Bill Lynch, the son of the McNabs Island lighthouse keeper, began to experience the fairgrounds as a young boy, and worked there in the 1920’s, when business was declining.  Lynch bought the fairgrounds, and in 1925 took them off the island, starting the familiar and long running Bill Lynch Carnival Company.



A.J.DAVIS 
PURE McNAB bottle 
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In 1907 a new interest in the fair business arrived on the island.  A.J.Davis, a successful Halifax butcherBuilt a summer house on McNabs Island (present day Conrad house).  He acquired a significant shareof Findlay’s business, and he added a new feature to attract customers.  Davis began to bottle and sell ‘soft and not so soft’ drinks at Findlay‘s Farm, and sell them at the fairgrounds.  The drinks were sold under the name of ‘PURE MCNAB’.  Today the crock bottles with the blue glaze type are a sought after collector’s item.



‘Ticket Booth’ 



A.J.Davis and family 
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In 1907 a new interest in the fairground business arrived on the island.  A.J.Davis, a successful Halifax butcherBuilt a summer house on McNabs Island (present day Conrad house).  He acquired a significant shareof Findlay’s business, and he added a new feature to attract customers.  Davis began to bottle and sell ‘soft and not so soft’ drinks at Findlay‘s Farm, and sell them at the fairgrounds.  The drinks were sold under the name of ‘PURE MCNAB’.  Today the crock bottles with the blue glaze type are a sought after collector’s item.



 
Farrant Farm House  (Findlay Farm) 
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Farrant Farm House  (Findlay Farm) Hello Cathy,I'm so glad that you liked the photo of the Farrant Farm.  I was last on the island about five years ago. Everything was so overgrown that there was nothing I recognized. My grandfather planted trees at the end of the front pasture. They've grown so high that you can no longer see the water. The road to the house, that you once could drive up, is now a little path.  Still, the island holds many fond memories for me still. I don't know if you are aware of this but my grandparents arrived on the island from England in 1923. My grandfather's sister convinced them to come. She was Constance Davis nee Farrant and she and her husband, A.J.Davis owned the Findlay Farm. They sold it to my grandfather.  Sincerely,Wendy Hayes



Conrad House 1942 
viewed from the Lynch house 
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In 1907 a new interest in the fair business arrived on the island.  A.J.Davis, a successful Halifax butcherBuilt a summer house on McNabs Island (present day Conrad house)



 
 
 

 Conrad- Davis House  c1995 
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Conrad- Davis House A.J.Davis, the Halifax butcher and McNabs Island 'pop factory' operator built this summer home on the island in 1917 on the grounds of the former Woolnoughs Pleasure Grounds. It was later purchased by Ralph and Gladys Conrad (Lynch) who resided here until the late 1980's. These houses along with the Jack Lynch house (currently the residence of the DNR caretaker) are owned and maintained by the Nova Scotia government. 



Lynch House c1995 
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Lynch House Built by Matthew Lynch in about 1931. Lynch had purchased the last 'McNab' house from Ellen McNab, daughter of Peter III, a two story stone cottage which had been damaged by fire some years before. Peter III had owned about 120 acres of the north west end of the island, and had built his cottage in the early 1830's.   As early as 1850 parts of this property were being sold to Hugonin, the British war department for both Fort Ives and Fort Hugonin, and Charles Woolnough who established his Pleasure Grounds in this area. Lynch removed the McNab cottage and built the existing house on its foundation shortly after retirering as the lighthouse keeper at the range light in 1930. 



Lynch House  with Mr & Mrs Kok 
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Immigrants and use of the cottages



'Pappas Bungalow' 
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Pappa = Matthew Lynch ??



McNabs Island cottage  



‘Harbour View’ cottage 
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Numerous cottages on the island through to the 1950’s and even into the 1980’s.  Now three remaining ‘cottages’, private properties within the park still used on regular basis.Mention of the ‘summer colony at McNabs Island and ‘social and athletic club in the tiny village’



Ives Cove at low Tide 
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Fader residence at Ives Cove



Private Residance 
waterfront property at Ives Cove 



McNabs Island Lighthouse 
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Range Lighthouse Officially known as the 'McNabs Island Lighthouse' was built on the north west end of the island, at an elevation of 132' in 1903, not far from the Lynch house (the other lighthouse, Sherbrooke Tower light had been operating since about 1829) The light was built to house the light keeper and his family.  (Faye Power, FOMIS board member lived here for several years as a young child in the 1940’s)  This was the light Matthew Lynch kept from about 1915 to 1930, when his son Bill (born in 1903) would come to know the excitement of the Pleasure Ground. The last lightkeeper left in 1959 when the light was automated, and it was tom down in 1976 and replaced with modern 'range lights' .



Range Light 



Shipwrecks in Ives Cove 
Tanker ‘Karas’ in Ives Cove still smouldering, other small wrecks in foreground 
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Story of the Karas is but one of many shipwrecks associated with McNabs.  Dan Conlin of the Maritime Museum had presented a fascinating collection of tales from tugboats to schooners, to salvage operations gone wrong, WWII coal barges and the Karas.Karas was torpedoed Feb.27’42 shortly after leaving Halifax in convoy.  Her bow sank, but stern section (in photo) was salvaged and beached in Ives Cove, still smoldering.  She was pressed into  wartime service appearing in propaganda films, and later rebuilt.



Sherbrooke Tower Light Station 
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1814 – 1829  Tower construction1851 – Abraham Gesner expirements with kerosene1906 – 1913 – station buildings added1931 – tower and breakwater suffer storm damage1941 – Martello tower replaced by concrete lighthouse1957 – breakwater reinforeced with boulders1987 – breakwater reinforced with boulders



Maughers Beach Lighthouse and breakwater 



Maughers Beach Lighthouse old and new in 1941 
anti-submarine net anchored to Maughers Beach in foreground 



Structures of McNabs Island 
Military Structures 
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Center – Sherebrooke Tower c1940Top Left – 10” breech loading gun fort McNab c1899Bottom Left – Fort Ives hand coloured drawingBottom Right – Radar Buildning Fort McNab c1955Top Right – Air Photo showing Fort McNab and Rifle Range & south end of island



Halifax Forts Mounting Smooth Bore Guns – 1850 

 



Sherbrooke Tower 1812 - 1941 
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Sherbrooke TowerProposed in 1812, construction began in 1814 on the extremity of Maugers Beach opposite York Redoubt.  Construction was slow, partially due to its remote location, and due to the absence of stone on the island.  The tower was built of granite quarried on the North West Arm (Purcells Cove).  A stop work order arrived in 1816, and the base of the tower remained incomplete.  Work restarted in 1827 and the tower completed in 1828.  When finished it was a classic Martello Tower design of two stories, 50’ in diameter and 30’ in height, located on an exposed section of land, intended to engage enemy ships. Once completed, the tower was quickly pressed into duty as a lighthouse.  It is unclear exactly what, if any ordnance was ever mounted in the tower.  Despite it fitting into the classic Martello Tower design, better than several other Halifax towers, it is doubtful whether it could have met the intended purpose of defending the mile wide channel below York Redoubt.  The lighthouse, on the other hand, was very successful. 



Maughers Beach Lighthouse c1930 
site of the beginning of the petroleum industry 
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Abraham GesnerNS born (1797) physician, scientist & inventor.  Invented Kerosene or ‘coal oil’ by 1846.  In 1851, Gesner experimented with kerosene as a fuel for the lighthouse at Maughers Beach as an alternative to whale oil“no light as bright and steady had ever shone out over the Atlantic” and the masters of scores of ships altered course so they could witness this wonder.1854 moved to Long Island and formed the North American Kerosene Gas Light Company.Gesner’s company absorbed into the Standard Oil CompanyGesner returned to Halifax in 1863 a wealthy man, and died in 1864.Buried in Halifax. Monument erected by Imperial Oil in 1933Wikipedia – “Abraham Pineo Gesener, born May 2, 1797 – died April 29, 1864.  A Nova Scotian physician and geologist who invented kerosene and became the primary founder of the modern petroleum industry‘Gesner has saved more whales than Greenpeace ever will’ 



Halifax Forts Mounting RML’s - 1870 



Fort Ives Layout 1877 
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Ives Point Battery 1877.  This battery located at the northwestern tip of McNabs Island was one of the two new fortification established during the 1860’s, the other being Cambridge Battery.Property was acquired on Ives Point in 1863 and 1864 and by late 1864 work on the battery had begun.  Heavey smooth bores were initially recommended, but as with all the other fortifications in Halifax rifled guns were subsequently substituted.  In 1866 a portion of the first shipment of RML’s to Halifax was appropriated to the battery, which was still under construction.  By January 1873 the ordnance had finally been decided, 3, 10 inch and 6, 9 inch RML’s.  All of the 9 inch pieces were in place by November 1873, and the 3, 10 inch were probably mounted the following year.  In the summer of 1977, 2 of the 10” RML’s were still mounted and the remaining 7 guns were lying in the ground behind the battery.  (Public Archives of Nova Scotia)



Fort Ives – built 1860 – 1872  
Halifax rearmed with Rifled Muzzle Loading (RML’S) guns 

Photo is a 9” RML  
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The first military construction on McNabs was started on this site in 1762 in response to the French capture of St.John’s.  The trees were cleared in the of the existing fort in preparation of the construction of a gun battery.  However the French threat soon subsided and the work on the fort was stopped.   The area was used afterward by the Halifax Quoits Club. The British had undertaken a complete re-assessment of Halifax defense capability in the 1860’s as a result or the introduction of new technology, Rifled Muzzle Loading guns(RML’s), and ships now steam powered and ‘iron clad’  Construction of the existing fort started in 1864 in response to these new technologies, from the smooth bore guns which had been in use for about 400 yrs.



Fort Ives c1870 
South wall with two 10 inch RML’s and garrison 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A view of two south facing 10 inch guns with some of the garrison in the foreground.  As you enter the fort today, you have the same view of this wall and these guns.  Original RML guns in original position is a very rare feature in forts in the British Empire.10” RML’s were the largest mounted in Halifax, (17.72 was largest mounted elsewhere in the Empire) located in York Redoubt – 3,  Fort Charlotte – 4, Cambridge Battery – 5, Ives Point – 310 inch RML Characteristics – 	barrel weight – 18 tons	barrel length – 171 inch (14’ 3”)			projectile – 400 lbs	service charge – 70 lbs			gun crew – 11					



Fort Ives c2000 



Fort Ives 10 inch RML in 2010 
built in Newcastle on Tyne 



Fort Ives 6 inch breech loader c1915 

 



Fort Ives during WWI 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When Canada took over the responsibility for the defense of Halifax in 1906, Fort Ives was considered a key component of the defense complex. In WWI with the growing threat of German submarine attack, an anti-submarine net was installed between Ives Point and the Point Pleasant breakwater.  With its searchlights and modern guns, Fort Ives played a critical role in this new defensive installation. At the end of WW1 Fort Ives was placed in reserve status.  Shoreline defense continued to change.  Larger breech loading guns were mounted further out the harbour (Fort McNab & Sandwich Battery) and air patrols had been added.  The active duty of Fort Ives had come to an end.  In WWII the only role for Fort Ives was the use of the searchlights for a short time (until new lights became operational) and as a barracks for troops stationed at the islands other forts. Fort Ives was transferred from Dept. National Defense to Canada Parks in mid 1960’s, and Parks Canada to DNR about 1983.  



Fort Ives Battery Command in 2010 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fort Ives, like almost all the forts in Halifax, was updated several times as military technology and defense strategy evolved.In the late 1800’s the west wall of the fort was converted for breech loading guns and mounted two? 6” gunsIn the late 1800’s, part of the defense of Halifax was the use of submarine mines in the main channel between Fort Ives and Point Pleasant.  The mines were anchored to the bottom of the harbour, and could be remotely released from Fort Ives as an enemy ship approached.



Fort Ives - 1985 
Parks Canada proposed fort boundary 



 
Sewage Plant proposal1991 

 



British War Dept. Survey marker 



Fort Hugonin 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Built in 1899 as a ‘sub-fort’ to Fort Ives, it was designed to mount four 12 pounder Quick Firing (QF) guns to guard against fast moving torpedo boats, and work in co-operation with Fort Ives.  It was considered to be the best positioned QF battery in the harbour. Fort Hugonin was active during WWI, but placed in ‘maintenance’ after the war.  In 1942 the site was transferred to the Canadian Navy and became part of the degaussing and ranging station.  Ships passing through the degaussing station had their ‘magnetic signature’ altered to minimize the potential to attract magnetic mines. The ranging station or ‘listening post’, took the ‘acoustic fingerprint’ of ships passing through the channel.  This allows the ships to identified as they travel the worlds oceans through a system of underwater hydrophones.  The listening post operated into the early 1990’s when the facility was relocated to Purcells Cove. 



Fort Hugonin c1900 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Officer’s Barracks was the residence for the fort officers.  After the fort became inactive it was converted to a school from 1933 to 1938.  Later it became the home for the Listening Post caretaker. In early 2008 Friends of McNabs learned that Fort Hugonin was to be demolished.  It was well known the site had significant issues with hazardous materials contained in the 2nd story addition, built on top of the Officers Barracks about 1942, and all agreed the site cleanup was required.   It was unclear exactly why the fort would be demolished instead of cleaned up and the original structures kept as a historical feature for the park.  Friends of McNabs President, Cathy McCarthy lead a very successful public campaign to save Fort Hugonin.  Many people who had connections with the fort or the island responded, and through media attention and working with the ‘powers that be’ Cathy created a solution that removed the hazardous materials and cleaned up the site, kept the important features of the fort for the park, and cost the government (tax payers) less than the original plan to demolish everything.  A real success story for Friends of McNabs Island Society and the Park. 



Fort Hugonin 4.7 inch QF guns 



10 inch Mark I breech loading gun   
Largest gun mounted in Halifax.      The reason for Fort McNab 

British introduced effective breech loading guns c1880 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10 inch Mark I breech loader        The reason for Fort McNab This is the gun Fort McNab was built for.  Largest gun mounted in Halifax.   Built in 1890, all steel construction, weighing exactly 32 tons, barrel length of 342.2 inches (28.5 feet), propelling charge of 252 lbs of brown prism powder,  500 lb projectile, effective range of ~8000 yards (4.5 miles)    Original plan was to mount 2, but only one ever made it.   The 10 inch BL was replaced  by 9.2 inch gun on central pivot in 1906.  The 32 ton barrel removed from the island in 1911 and for many years was located at York Redoubt . Returned in late 2010 by Parks Canada as part of their restoration project at the fort.   Because it no longer had a mount to sit on, one had to be created out of steel. Fort McNab was designed and built using a new British coastal defense design, which spread out the guns on a longer front which increased their arc of engagement and minimized the damage to adjacent guns if a direct hit occurred on one gun.  In addition long low slopes were deliberate, and intended to absorb or deflect enemy shells.  Fort McNab had an important role as a close in counter-bombardment fortification with an elaborate fire control system, meaning that it had a sophisticated system for determining the position of enemy vessels and for directing fire from the fort’s guns.   Fort McNab held an important position in enemy detection because of its role as an ‘examination station’.  Ships entering the harbor had to identify themselves to the fort for permission to proceed and ensuring enemy vessels did not make it into the inner harbour.Fort McNab controlled the searchlights on the south end of the island. meaning that it was responsible for controlling harbour traffic  For these reasons, it became known as the “Gatekeeper of Halifax Harbour.” 



Halifax Forts Mounting  Breech Loading Guns, 1906  
the end of the British era 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Halifax defences (1905).  This plan locates the 10 fortifications that mounted BLès and QFès at the end of the British period.  The Citidel was not one of these forts and batteries, but is shown simply for orientation.  The range of the guns from each battery is not shown as they were in the tens of thousands of yards.



6” Breech Loader c1940 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
6 inch breech loader – originally installed prior to WWIIContinuation of the ever changing face of the Halifax Fortress. This 6-inch breech-loader was originally mounted at Sandwich Battery, next to York Redoubt, around 1901 and was moved to Fort McNab just before World War II.  There was a bit of a controversy about this gun in 1966 when the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources proposed moving it to Fort Rodd Hill in Victoria, BC.  A local campaign to keep the gun in Halifax reversed the decision, and the gun was instead mounted at Fort Ogilvie in Point Pleasant Park.  Parks Canada negotiated a gun swap with HRM and have returned it to the No. 1 gun emplacement where it was previously positioned. 



Radar Building c1950 
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Radar Building Late in WWII, this building was constructed to house a ‘radar fire control system’ It sits on top of the former 9.2 inch BL gun position. (No 4 gun)  The gun had been previously removed and the position vacant. The British version of RADAR was in fact considered ‘one of the winning weapons of the Second World War’.  (10 cm wavelength vs 1.5 m wavelength)  The type of radar installed at Fort McNab was relatively compact compared to earlier versions, with two smaller antennas about 4 feet in diameter and needing only minimal clearance above surrounding structures.  This new type of Radar known as ‘CDX’ could be used for  long distance targets, CDX No.1 Mark 1 or close in targets, CDX No.2 Mark 1.  Airborne and naval versions were helping to win the war against U Boats as it was able to detect the very small targert of a surfaced submarine. The CDX had been tested at Duncans Cove and Osborne Head with excellent success, and the construction of this radar building at Fort McNab began in Aug. 1944.  Construction was delayed, but the building was complete by January 1945 and work was progressing on the interior.  A larger delay followed.   The original plan was to pass information from the radar to Battery Command and the guns by phone.  The revised plan called for a complex communication system to transmit data from radar to any station to any number of other stations, and importantly, the cables could be duplicated in multipul routes to provide fast alternate signals should a station or cable be damaged or not operate during battle.  Work on the new communication system was underway in the fall of 1944.  The radar equipment was finally delivered to Fort McNab on June 7, 1945 … a month after the war in Europe had ended.  It appears the complete system was operational by November 1945.Stabilization has not changed the building much,  it has gotten a new roof and considerable concrete repair.  To the left of the building is entrance to the No. 3 gun crew shelter which served the No. 3 and No. 4 gun emplacements.  Like the other gun crew shelters and magazines built beneath the gun positions, it’s been cleaned out, wood and metal elements have been freshly painted and there’s been some concrete repair.



Radar Building c1990 
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The Canadian Era begins 1906  As the British Garrison was preparing to depart Halifax after 150 years, Fort McNab received a new 9.2” BL and 2 replacement 6” BL’s as  military technology continued to change rapidly.  The Canadian Era in Halifax defense began.  An Exanimation System was set up in Halifax to control all the marine traffic entering and departing Halifax, and Fort McNab was given the responsibility to control the shipping.   1914  Search light enplacements and a 6 pounder Quick Fire (QF) battery were installed to provide greater capability to carry out the role of the Exanimation Fort, responsible for ensuring all vessels entering the inner harbour were friendly.      Only fort to fire a gun ‘in anger’.  Aug.16, 1914    NS Deputy Attorny General, Stuart Jenks, returning from Herring Cove in motor boat failed to obtain proper clearance to enter the harbour,  he ignored a warning ‘blank round’  but ‘hove to’ when a live round kicked up the water 25 yards off his bow. Considerable construction took place during the war to provide facilities for the garrison, which became quite large. 1919  Fort McNab was officially ‘closed’, and became neglected in times of peace, which was the history of Halifax defenses.  However, some of the temporary structure built during the war were replaced with more permanent structures. 1921  surprisingly the barrel of the 9.2 inch gun was replaced. 1932  Fort McNab ‘mothballed’



Fort McNab c1937 
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No Radar BuildingNo mounted gunsFort McNab - return to service 1937  With tensions in Europe running high, reassessment of Halifax costal defense recommended 2 new powerful ‘counter-bombardment ‘ batteries be built at Hartlens Point (Devils Battery) and Chebucto Head.  Over the next 2 years a general ‘shuffle’ of guns across the country caused more change at Fort McNab:  the 9.2” gun went to one of the new Halifax batteries, new search lights installed, the old 6” guns went to the west coast and were replaced with 6” guns from Quebec City. 1939   Fort McNab was ready to once again defend Halifax by Sept.  Returns to same 3 main roles:  counter-bombardment for close in defense, control of the searchlights on the south end of the island and Examination Fort to control the shipping in and out of the harbour and coordinate the control of  anti-submarine net which stretched from Maugers Beach to the shoreline below York Redoubt.   During the war a number of changes made to the fort:  a new Battery Command Post built, a new 75mm gun mounted to replace the 6 pounder ‘bring-to’ gun following the shell hitting the house on Luklow St. in Halifax. 1939  Strawberry Battery built on Strawberry Hill just north of Fort McNab to support the guarding of the new submarine net 1945  Late in the war the Radar Post constructed on the south 9.2” BL gun enplacement.  



Strawberry Battery c1995 
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1939  Strawberry Battery built on Strawberry Hill just north of Fort McNab to support the guarding of the new submarine net Lesser known of the island forts as off the beaten trackBuilt in 1941 to provide searchlights and guns to protect the submarine netMounted two 4.7 inch QF guns previously mounted at Fort Hugonin.



Anti Submarine Net c1940 



1953 air photo  Fort McNab and Rifle Range 
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Rifle RangesTwo 800 yd rifle ranges one for sailors and the other for soldiers, both regularly camped on the islandBy 1870’s existing rifle ranges in Halifax were considered too short for the newer more powerful weapons.The Bedford range built in 1865 was available, at a price, and Major-General Sir Hastings Doyle, commander of the British garrison refused to pay for the use.Construction started in 1878 and finished in 1879.Ranges were used regularly up to the 1920’s, again during WWII, and finally for a short time during the 1950’s.



1953 air photo  Maughers Beach, Garrison Pier, ABC School, 
Detention Barracks 



Detention Barracks Building 2010 



1953 air photo Maughers Beach, McNab Pond, Lighthouse, 
Strawberry Battery 

 



Hurricane Juan Breech 
occurred at 1941 culvert under Maughers Beach 



The Story of McNabs Island  
told through the ‘structures’ of the island ... 

‘what we have left behind’ 
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